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Connor leaned back on the chair playfully, with Erlang’s legs tilted, as
arrogant as it was.
Now they finally exposed the conspiracy, and invited Lin Ziming over for
dinner tonight, just for revenge.
Ning Yuning was very angry, because she still believed in Smith so much,
she tried to invite Lin Ziming to come over to the dinner, but she was used
by Smith.
“Mr. Smith, how can you do this? You obviously said that you want to
apologize to Lin Dong, but now you bring a boxer to embarrass Lin Dong!”
Ning Yuning said angrily.
Smith didn’t feel guilty at all. On the contrary, when he saw Ning Yuning so
angry, he felt even more refreshed. He spread his hands and said, “I
apologized to Mr. Lin. You all heard it. Now it’s my friend who wants to
make peace. He contests, is there any problem with this? Besides, he said
just now, thinking that my friend is not his but the opponent, but now he is
scared by himself. Can you blame me for this?”
Smith’s remarks made Ning Yuning not knowing how to refute it for a while.
Just now Lin Ziming had indeed said that Connor was not his opponent.
This was too impulsive.
She said to Lin Ziming: “Dong Lin, I’m sorry, I didn’t think that tonight’s
dinner would be like this, I blame me…”
With that, Ning Yuning’s tears turned red.
Lin Ziming was shocked by her appearance, and she quickly said, “Hey,
Miss Ning, so nicely, why are you crying? I don’t blame you either.”
Lin Ziming couldn’t understand Ning Yuning, so why did he cry suddenly,
right?
Because he didn’t realize Ning Yuning’s guilt, he thought she was hurting
Lin Ziming, especially guilt.
Smith and the others, seeing Ning Yuning still crying, were even more
embarrassed, and they laughed weirdly.
“Dong Lin, I’m sorry, I’m really sorry…” Ning Yuning gritted her teeth
tightly, feeling embarrassed, and actually cried.
Lin Ziming sighed, took out two tissues, handed them to Ning Yuning, and
said, “What do you say you cry so well? You did a good thing tonight, not a
bad thing. These foreigners are very arrogant. I believe you will not be less
angry with them these days. But you can rest assured that after tonight, they
will not dare to be arrogant anymore.”
Ning Yuning took Lin Ziming’s tissue, her heart was particularly warm, but
she didn’t understand the meaning of Lin Ziming’s words.
Then Lin Ziming turned around and said to Smith: “In your opinion, if I
defeat him, you will apologize?”
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Smith confidently said: “Yes. If you can’t beat Connor, then you have to
apologize to Connor, because you just said that Connor is not your opponent,
and it has violated Connor’s reputation.”
“Okay.” Lin Ziming agreed and said, “You can pick a place, and I will fight
him.”
Smith and Connor looked at each other and saw the excitement and grinning
in each other’s eyes. Very good, Lin Ziming has been fooled!
“There happens to be a fight club upstairs with an octagonal cage on it. I
think it’s best to compete in it.” Smith said with a smile, his eyes gleaming
with excitement.
Hearing the octagonal cage, Ning Yuning’s two bodyguards immediately
changed their faces, and said in a low voice, “It’s best not to go into the
octagonal cage to fight, one is not good, it will kill you!”
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